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Founded in 1981, Hunter Industries is a family-owned, global company
that provides best-in-class solutions for the commercial, residential, golf
course, and agricultural irrigation sectors, as well as the outdoor lighting,
custom manufacturing, and dispensing technology industries.
For agricultural and horticultural irrigation applications, Hunter’s wide
range of solutions is second to none. Our agricultural products increase
irrigation efficiency by focusing on optimal pressures and applying water
with unparalleled uniformity. This approach significantly reduces runoff and
allows for extremely precise irrigation — even in windy conditions or difficult
terrain. Our products are constructed using heavy-duty, field-proven
materials, ensuring unmatched reliability and a long, productive service life.
From valves and controllers to sprinklers and micro irrigation components,
Hunter products maximize water savings and ensure vigorous, productive
crops. We’re proud to be at the forefront of irrigation technology, backed by
a spirit of innovation, unwavering technical support, and a commitment to
developing only the highest quality products. Thank you for choosing Hunter.
| hunterindustries.com
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MP Rotator®
Radius: 6' to 12' (1.8 to 3.5 m)
Precip. Rate: 0.8 in/hr (20 mm/hr)
Radius: 8' to 35' (2.5 to 10.7 m)
Precip. Rate: 0.4 in/hr (10 mm/hr)

MP ROTATOR

MP ROTATOR

The revolutionary MP Rotator features
multi-stream, multi-trajectory
technology to achieve water-conserving
results unsurpassed in the industry.
Rather than using single-stream
technology, MP Rotators apply several
streams of water at an even and slow
application rate that allows water to
better penetrate the soil and create

an even distribution throughout the
irrigated area. The MP Rotator can
be conveniently installed onto any
conventional retractable spray body or
standard shrub adapter.
MP Rotators are the best choice for
new systems, as they are extremely
flexible, with radius ranges from

6' to 35' (1.8 to 10.7 m), decrease
material costs, and provide better
system efficiency. MP Rotators are
also perfect for revitalizing older
systems — transforming them into
high-uniformity, low-precipitationrate sprinklers that deliver matched
precipitation at any arc and radius.

FEATURES
•
•

Wind-resistant, multi-stream technology
Adjustable arc and radius with matched
precipitation
Radius can be reduced up to 25%
Low precipitation rate
Color coded for easy identification
Double-pop feature keeps dirt, debris,
and insects out of the nozzle
Removable filter screen ensures
hassle-free service

•
•
•
•
•

MP800 FEATURES
•

Provides coverage from 6' to 12' (1.8 to
3.5 m) with a matched precipitation rate
of 0.8 in/hr (20 mm/hr)

USER-INSTALLED OPTIONS
•

PROS-00 shrub adapter 1/2" inlet

ARC

MP800

MP1000
MP800SR-90
6'–12' (1.8–
3.5 m) radius

MP2000

MP3000

MP3500

MP1000-90
8'–15' (2.5–
4.5 m) radius

MP2000-90
13'–21' (4.0–
6.4 m) radius

MP3000-90
22'–30' (6.7–
9.1 m) radius

MP3500-90
31'–35' (9.4–
10.7 m) radius

MP1000-210
8'–15' (2.5–
4.5 m) radius

MP2000-210
13'–21' (4.0–
6.4 m) radius

MP3000-210
22'–30' (6.7–
9.1 m) radius

—

MP1000-360
8'–15' (2.5–
4.5 m) radius

MP2000-360
13'–21' (4.0–
6.4 m) radius

MP3000-360
22'–30' (6.7–
9.1 m) radius

—

90°–210°

—
210°–270°
MP800SR-360
6'–12' (1.8–
3.5 m) radius
360°
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PGV  ICV  Accu Sync®

1" PGV & PGV JAR-TOP
This hardworking, heavy-duty valve
offers the best features of Hunter’s
top-of-the-line valves. All models
feature durable, high-grade
construction and a rugged diaphragm
with support to prevent stress
failure. Choose from a wide range
of configurations for region-specific
installations.

Size: 1" (25 mm)
Flow: 0.2 to 40 GPM (0.7 to 150 l/min)

For maximum convenience, reliability,
and ease of service in a solenoid valve,
the PGV Jar-Top is the optimal solution.
With the PGV Jar-Top, valves can be
serviced with no tools required. Despite
its operational simplicity, the PGV
Jar-Top delivers optimal performance
necessary for complex systems.

FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•

External and internal manual bleed
allows quick and easy at-the-valve
activation
Double-beaded diaphragm seal for
superior leak-free performance
Optional DC latching solenoids enable
Hunter’s battery-powered controllers
Low-flow capability allows use of
Hunter’s micro irrigation products
Encapsulated 24 VAC solenoid with
captive plunger for hassle-free service
Temperature rating: 150°F (66°C)

VALVES

•

JAR TOP FEATURES
•

Durable, glass-filled nylon threaded jar
ring allows easy access
without tools

1" (25 MM) GLOBE VALVE

1" (25 MM) ANGLE VALVE

1" (25 MM) JAR-TOP VALVE

PGV-100G
1" (25 mm) Globe valve

PGV-100A
1" (25 mm) Angle valve

PGV-100JT
1" (25 mm) Globe
jar-top valve

PGV-101G
1" (25 mm) Globe valve,
with flow control

PGV-101A
1" (25 mm) Angle valve,
with flow control

PGV-101G
1" (25 mm) Globe jar-top
valve, with flow control
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PGV  ICV  Accu Sync®

PGV

Size: 11/2" (40 mm), 2" (50 mm)
Flow: 20 to 150 GPM (75 to 570 l/min)

Specially engineered to handle
the unique rigors of agricultural
environments, the hardworking, heavyduty PGV valve is available in an array of
configurations. The PGV comes in both
1½" (40 mm) and 2" (50 mm)

globe/angle models (with flow control).
All models are constructed with
durable, high-grade materials and
feature a rugged diaphragm to
prevent stress failure.

FEATURES
•

External and internal manual bleed
allows quick and easy at-the-valve
activation
Double-beaded diaphragm seal for
superior leak-free performance
Optional: DC latching solenoids enable
Hunter’s battery-powered controllers
Captive bonnet bolts provide hassle-free
valve maintenance
Low-flow capability allows use of
Hunter’s micro irrigation products
Encapsulated 24 VAC solenoid with
captive plunger for hassle-free service
Temperature rating: 150°F (66°C)

•

VALVES

•
•
•
•
•

11/2" (40 MM) GLOBE/ANGLE VALVE

PGV-151
11/2" (40 mm) Globe
valve, with flow control
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2" (50 MM) GLOBE/ANGLE VALVE

PGV-201
2" (50 mm) Globe
valve, with flow control

PGV  ICV  Accu Sync®
Size: 1" (25 mm), 11/2" (40 mm),
2" (50 mm), 3" (80 mm)
Flow: 0.1 to 300 GPM
(0.4 to 1,135 l/min)

ICV
The commercial-grade ICV is designed
to work seamlessly with even the
most demanding irrigation systems.
The ICV boasts an array of reliable
features, such as top-of-the-line flow
control and a fabric-reinforced EPDM
diaphragm. It can consistently operate
at up to 220 PSI (15 bar), and will

continue working effectively through
difficult circumstances, including
high velocities, fluctuating flow rates,
and challenging water conditions. In
addition to its unmatched reliability, the
ICV is exceptionally easy to maintain. Its
bonnet fasteners can be loosened and
tightened using a variety of common

tools. A Filter Sentry™ option is also
available to keep the valve free of debris
found in reclaimed or open-water
sources. For the ultimate reliability in
high-pressure situations, the ICV is the
industry leader.

FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

External and internal manual bleed
allows quick and easy at-the-valve
activation
Glass-filled nylon construction results in
the highest pressure rating
Double-beaded diaphragm seal assures
leak free performance
Optional DC latching solenoids enable
Hunter’s battery-powered controllers
Captive bonnet bolts provide hassle-free
valve maintenance
Low-flow capability allows for use with
Hunter's micro irrigation products
Encapsulated 24 VAC solenoid with
captive plunger for hassle-free service
Temperature rating: 150°F (66°C)

1" & 11/2" (25 & 40 MM) GLOBE VALVE
ICV-101G
1" (25 mm)
Globe valve, with
flow control

VALVES

•

2" (50 MM) GLOBE VALVE

ICV-201G
2" (50 mm)
Globe valve, with
flow control

3" (80 MM) GLOBE/ANGLE VALVE

ICV-301G
3" (80 mm)
Globe/angle
valve, with
flow control

ICV-151G
11/2" (40 mm)
Globe valve, with
flow control
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PGV  ICV  
Accu Sync®

ACCU SYNC

Type: Pressure regulation

Proper pressure regulation saves water
and significantly extends the life of any
irrigation system. Water savings are
achieved by operating zones at optimal
pressures relative to the equipment and
application type. Accu Sync is a simple

pressure regulator that is compatible
with all Hunter control valves. The
adjustable model allows zone pressures
to be set anywhere between 20 and
100 PSI (1.4 and 7.0 bar), while fixed
models remove the guesswork. From

a reliability standpoint, Accu Sync
is unparalleled. Glass-filled nylon
construction makes the Accu Sync
strong enough to handle the demands
of any project.

FEATURES
•

Regulation from 20 to 100 PSI
(1.4 to 7.0 bar)
Pressure rating: 150 PSI (10 bar)
Required dynamic pressure differential:
15 PSI (1.0 bar)
Works with AC and DC latching solenoids
Works with any Hunter valve

•
•

VALVES

•
•

ACCU-SYNC
AS-ADJ
Adjustable,
20 to 100 PSI
(1.4 to 7.0 bar)

Solenoid
Adapter
(included)
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AS-30
Fixed 30 PSI
(2.1 bar)

AS-40
Fixed 40 PSI
(2.8 bar)

AS-50
Fixed 50 PSI
(3.5 bar)

AS-70
Fixed 70 PSI
(4.8 bar)

Filtration   Drip Control Zone Kit   PLD   Point Source Emitters   Multi-Port Emitters   Tubing

FILTRATION
Hunter filters and filter regulators
provide a robust solution for keeping
the system clear of debris. Stainless
steel screens with large surface areas
ensure that your system is protected.
HFR's provide regulation at either

Type: Regulation and filtration,
all-in-one component

25 or 40 PSI (1.7 or 2.8 bar). Flows for
3/4" to 1" (25 mm) model are 0.5 to 15
GPM (2 to 55 l/min), while the 11/2" filter
will flow up to 60 GPM (4.1 bar).

FEATURES

•

Factory-assembled and water-tested
Stainless steel screens provide high
quality and durability
Wide flow range to cover most micro
irrigation applications

MICRO

•
•

LOW-FLOW FILTERS
HY-100
HY-100-75
HY-075
Filter with multiple inlet
types

HIGH-FLOW FILTERS

FILTER REGULATORS

HY-151
Filter with
1 1/2" (40 mm)
inlet and
outlet

HFR-100-075-25
Filter, 3/4" inlet, and
regulated at 25 PSI
(1.7 bar)

HFR-100-075-40
Filter, 1" (25 mm) inlet,
and regulated at 40 PSI
(2.8 bar)
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Filtration  
Drip Control Zone Kit  PLD  Point Source Emitters  Multi-Port Emitters  Tubing

DRIP CONTROL ZONE KIT

Type: Horticulture and agriculture kits
Flow: 0.5 to 100 GPM (2 to 378 l/min)

For the challenging environmental
conditions presented by greenhouses
and nurseries, Hunter’s Drip Control
Zone Kits are the optimal solution.
The all-in-one kits offer the superior

Even better, all components are
pre-assembled and water tested
for hassle-free installation in one
convenient package.

performance of Hunter valves along
with a stainless-steel filter and pressure
regulator. The kits include pressure
regulators that maintain a consistent
output of 25 or 40 PSI (1.7 or 2.8 bar).

FEATURES
•

Regulation from 20 to 100 PSI
(1.3 to 6.8 bar)
Pressure rating: 150 PSI (10.3 bar)
Required dynamic pressure differential:
15 PSI (1 bar)
Works with AC and DC latching solenoids
Works with any Hunter valve

•
•
•
•

MICRO
LOW-FLOW KITS

MEDIUM-FLOW KITS

ACZ-075
Filter, 3/4" inlet, angle
valve, and regulated
at 25 or 40 PSI
(1.7 or 2.8 bar)
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HIGH-FLOW KITS

PCZ-101
Filter, 1" (25 mm)
inlet, globe valve,
and regulated at 25
or 40 PSI
(1.7 or 2.8 bar)
ICZ-101
Filter, 1" (25 mm)
inlet, globe valve,
and regulated at 25
or 40 PSI
(1.7 or 2.8 bar)

ICZ-151
ICZ-201
Filter, multiple inlet types, globe valve,
and regulated at 40 PSI (2.8 bar)

Filtration   Drip Control Zone Kit   PLD   Point Source Emitters   Multi-Port Emitters   Tubing
Type: Surface irrigation, nursery
containers, row crops
Flow: 0.4, 0.6, 1.0 GPH
(1.4, 2.2, 3.8 l/hr)

PLD
Hunter PLD dripline applies water
slowly and precisely for consistent
distribution without excessive
evaporative loss. Hunter PLD uses
pressure compensation to ensure

even application on uneven terrain.
PLD is flexible, kink resistant, and UV
resistant, and can be easily installed
above or below grade.

FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•

•

Pressure-compensating emitters
Flow rates of 0.4, 0.6, 1.0 GPH
(1.4, 2.2, 3.8 l/hr)
Emitter spacing at 12", 18", and 24"
(30, 45, 60 cm)
Wall thickness of approximately 48 mm
Available without emitters (blank)
Strong UV resistance
Check valves keep the line charged up to
5' and prevent low-point drainage
(PLD-CV only)
Anti-siphon prevents debris from
entering emitters when used subsurface
(PLD-CV only)

MICRO

•
•

PLD
PLD-04
PLD-06
PLD-10
PLD-BLNK
Dripline with and without emitters or check valves, multiple
spacing options, and roll lengths
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Filtration   Drip Control Zone Kit   PLD   Point Source Emitters  Multi-Port Emitters  Tubing

POINT SOURCE EMITTERS

Flow: 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 6.0 GPH
(2, 4, 8, 15, 23 l/hr)

Hunter Point Source Emitters apply
water slowly and directly at the base
of the plant to ensure every drop is
used efficiently. They are available in
three convenient styles, with flow rates
of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, and 6.0 GPH (2, 4,
8, 15, 23 l/hr). The wide range of flow
rates offers you the flexibility to give
individual containers and trees just
the right amount of water from single

An optional diffuser cap is available to
help gently distribute water at high GPH
(l/hr) flow and to protect the emitter
outlet from clogging.

or multiple emitters. The emitters
are color coded for at-a-glance flow
identification and feature coined edges
for easy gripping during installation.
New product: ½" FPT emitters with a
brown base. For applications where
brown will simply look better, use the
brown-bodied emitters.

FEATURES
•
•
•

Pressure compensating
Color coded by flow
Three inlet variations: ¼" barb, 10-32
thread, ½" FPT
Coined edges for easy grip
Self-piercing barb
Optional diffuser cap
Self-flushing diaphragm

•
•
•
•

MICRO
INLETS

0.5 GPH
(2.0 L/HR)

1.0 GPH
(4.0 L/HR)

2.0 GPH
(8.0 L/HR)

4.0 GPH
(15.0 L/HR)

6.0 GPH
(23.0 L/HR)

Selfpiercing
barb

HE-050-B

HE-10-B

HE-20-B

HE-40-B

HE-60-B

10-32
Thread

HE-050-T

HE-10-T

HE-20-T

HE-40-T

HE-60-T

1/2" FPT

HEB-05

HEB-10

HEB-20

HEB-40

HEB-60
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Filtration   Drip Control Zone Kit   PLD   Point Source Emitters   Multi-Port Emitters  Tubing

MULTI-PORT EMITTER
Hunter pressure-compensating multiport emitters (MPEs) have six ports per
emitter and are designed for irrigating
groups of plants from one source.
Hunter MPEs feature the same color
coding as the single-port emitters in

Flow: 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0 GPH
(2, 4, 8, 15 l/hr)

flows of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0 GPH (2,
4, 8, and 15 l/hr). A gray multi-port
manifold is also available, providing six
ports of unhindered flow. Vinyl caps are
provided to cover any unused ports.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unused ports may be closed using vinyl
emitter caps
Pressure compensating
Perfect for mixed plantings or series
of shrubs
Flows are color coded to match other
Hunter emitters
½" threaded
Commercial grade for all PVC systems
Manifold available

MICRO

•

MANIFOLD

0.5 GPH
(2.0 L/HR)

MPM-050

1.0 GPH
(4.0 L/HR)

MPE-05

2.0 GPH
(8.0 L/HR)

MPE-10

4.0 GPH
(15.0 L/HR)

MPE-20

MPE-40
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Filtration   Drip Control Zone Kit   PLD   Point Source Emitters   Multi-Port Emitters   Tubing

SUPPLY AND
DISTRIBUTION TUBING

Type: Water transportation
Size: OD 0.700" x ID 0.600" (17.8 x
15.2 mm) and OD 0.250" x ID 0.170"
(6.4 x 4.3 mm)

Hunter offers thick-walled, UVresistant ½" polyethylene supply
tubing. Our ¼" distribution line is
available in both vinyl and polyethylene.
These ultra-durable products perform
well in all climates and provide greater
flexibility than standard PVC.

SUPPLY FEATURES
•

0.700" (17.8 mm) outside diameter x
0.600" (15.2 mm) inside diameter
Connect using PLD-LOC fittings or
standard 700 series compression fittings
Made with linear low density UVresistant polyethylene
Thicker wall, commercial grade

•
•
•

DISTRIBUTION FEATURES
•

0.250" (6.4 mm) outside diameter x
0.170" (4.3 mm) inside diameter
Connect using standard 1/4" (6 mm)
fittings
Offered in vinyl or polyethylene
Black tubing
UV-resistant materials
Polyethylene is better choice in warm
climates
Vinyl is more flexible and useful in cold
climates

•

MICRO

•
•
•
•
•

TUBING

TWPE
Thick-walled polyethylene tubing
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HQPE
HQV
Polyethlene and vinyl tubing, and multiple roll
lengths

Node  XC-Hybrid  ACC2  Pro-HC  Hydrawise™

NODE

Type: Battery operated
Stations: 1, 2, 4, 6

For isolated sites and power-restricted
areas, the Hunter Node is the smart,
reliable solution. The Node quickly
and easily mounts to a valve’s
solenoid without the need for screws,
drills, or additional wires. The unit’s
solid construction and waterproof

exterior ensure it can handle harsh
environments. The Node is powered by
either one or two nine-volt batteries
and provides standard or extended
power all season long. The Node
features an easy-to-program LCD
screen, the ability to control a master

valve, three programs, and four start
times per program. The Node's diverse
programming options solidify its place
as a powerful, compact irrigation
controller.

FEATURES

•
•
•
•

Battery powered
Number of stations: 1, 2, 4, 6
Type: fixed
Enclosure: outdoor
Independent programs: 3
Start times per program: 4
Max. station run time: 6 hrs
Manual cycle
Master valve operation (available in
2, 4, 6 station models)
Solar Panel Kit (SPNODE) provides
maintenance-free operation
Accepts one or two 9-volt batteries for
extended battery life
Solenoid wire length up to 100' (30 m),
wire size 18 AWG (1 mm2)
Programmable Off days

CONTROLLERS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NODE
NODE-100
NODE-200
NODE-400
NODE-600
1, 2, 4, and 6 station
controller
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Node  
XC-Hybrid  ACC2  Pro-HC  Hydrawise™

XC-HYBRID
The XC Hybrid controller delivers
extensive power without the plug.
The XC Hybrid operates DC latching
solenoids with battery power or a
plug-in 24VAC transformer. Suitable for

Type: Battery operated or AC powered
Stations: 6, 12

outdoor or indoor installation, the
XC Hybrid is available in 6 or 12 stations,
and comes in plastic or stainless-steel
models for a wide range of applications.
Thanks to Easy Retrieve™ memory

FEATURES
•
•

Battery or AC powered
Number of stations: 6, 12 (plastic or
stainless steel)
Type: fixed
Enclosures: indoor/outdoor plastic;
outdoor stainless steel
Independent programs: 3
Start times per program: 4
Max. station run time: 4 hrs
Operates DC latching solenoids only
Solar Panel Kit (SPNODE) provides
maintenance-free operation

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CONTROLLERS

XC-HYBRID

XCH-600
XCH-1200
6 and 12 station, indoor/outdoor plastic controller

XCH-600-SS
XCH-1200-SS
6 and 12 station, outdoor stainless steel controller
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backup and onboard, non-volatile
memory, you can easily recall
the controller’s watering programs
if necessary.

Node  
XC-Hybrid  
ACC2  Pro-HC  Hydrawise™

ACC2

Type: Modular
Stations: 12 to 54

The ACC2 controller delivers advanced
water management capabilities to meet
the complex demands of large-scale
commercial projects. At its core, the
ACC2 has a powerful transformer that
allows it to safely run up to 14 valves
simultaneously, bringing maximum

efficiency to large watering schedules.
The ACC2 has built-in intelligence, with
the ability to maintain preset flows on
up to 6 flow zones simultaneously. It
continually monitors the system for
breaks, leaks, and electrical faults,
interrupting irrigation and pinpointing

the source should problems arise
within the system. The ACC2 also offers
extreme flexibility with 32 independent
programs, 10 start times, and a variety
of overlapping, stacking, and flow
management configurations.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enclosure: outdoor, metal, stainless
steel, and plastic pedestal
Full-color, high-resolution backlit
reversible display
Independent programs: 32
Start times per program: 10
Station run times: 15 second to 12 hours
Optional Wi-Fi interface
Real-time flow monitoring (up to 6 flow
meters and flow zones)
Up to 6 Pump/Master Valve outputs,
Normally Open or Normally Closed
Flow Management (runs flow zones to
specified capacity)
Monthly flow budgeting
Built-in Solar Sync ® logic/Solar Sync
Delay feature
SD card updates and log storage
12 selectable languages

CONTROLLERS

•

ACC2

A2C-1200
12 station, with multiple outdoor pedestal options
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Node  
XC-Hybrid  
ACC2  
Pro-HC  Hydrawise™

PRO-HC
The Wi-Fi-based Pro-HC controller
with Hydrawise technology provides
efficient, time-saving irrigation
site management capabilities from
anywhere, anytime using a smart
device or web browser. The Pro-HC is
offered in either 6-, 12-, or 24-station
fixed indoor and outdoor units. Setup is

Type: Wi-Fi enabled
Stations: 6, 12, 24

easy and can be done with a standard
web browser or through the Hydrawise
app using a wireless password. The
controller can also be configured offline.
The Pro-HC offers the ability to use local
weather forecasts and set parameters
for Predictive Watering™ adjustments
based on temperature, rainfall

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Indoor and outdoor models
Outdoor model includes door lock
Full-color touch screen
Wi-Fi enabled for simple and fast
connection to the internet
6, 12, and 24 fixed station controllers
Dedicated master valve/pump start
Large terminal strips and wiring
compartment
Built-in milliamp sensor across the full
range of controllers
Optional flow sensors available

•
•
•
•
•

CONTROLLERS

PRO-HC

PHC-6
PHC-12
PHC-24
6, 12, and 24 station, indoor and outdoor,
Wi-Fi-enabled controller
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probability, wind speed, and humidity.
These adjustments offer significant
water savings since they are based on
real-time weather conditions. Add a
simple-to-install flow meter and set up
automatic notifications to alert you of
broken pipes or sprinklers.

Node  
XC-Hybrid  
ACC2  
Pro-HC  Hydrawise™
Platform: iOS, Android, web
Type: Water management
Maximum controllers: Unlimited

HYDRAWISE
Hydrawise cloud software is a userfriendly water management software.
Each user can use Predictive Watering™
adjustments to achieve water
savings. Hydrawise software is also a
powerful tool for professionals to do

in-depth water management for their
landscapes, monitor piping system
and valves electrical system. It is a
professional cloud-based irrigation
software that works for everyone.

FEATURES

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remote access
Predictive Watering adjustments based
on web-based weather data result in
water savings of up to 50%
Extensive system reporting keeps you in
the know
Monitor internet connection, flow, and
electrical current
Smartphone, tablet, and web access
Get automatic notifications via text
and app to alert you of broken pipes or
sprinklers
Management system allows access to
multiple controllers anytime
Contractor dashboard
Staff access management
Manage thousands of controllers
Job sheets
Store irrigation plans
Advanced reporting
Controller change logs

SOFTWARE

•
•

SOFTWARE

Try it now!
www.hydrawise.com/demo
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HUNTER TECHNICAL SERVICES

Our Hunter Technical Services Team has nearly 200 years
of combined industry expertise.

Anyone can sell you products. At Hunter, we’ve always
believed the difference lies in providing world-class product
support to make your job easier. When you need technical
help, whether it’s to ask a quick question or to get productspecific troubleshooting assistance, you can count on Hunter’s
Technical Services Team to provide the best support in the
industry. Our knowledgeable experts are always available to
help you.
In addition, our Field Service Team provides on-site training
and troubleshooting assistance with central control, decoder
systems, and other commercial, residential, municipal, and
golf course installations. Their combined experience of nearly
200 years in the industry is invaluable when you need factory
support by phone, remote desktop, or at the job site.

Contact Us
Phone: 1-800-733-2823, Mon–Fri, 6 a.m.–4 p.m. PST
Email: huntertechnicalsupport@hunterindustries.com
After hours: Leave us a voice message and someone
from our team will return your call the next business day.

Online Product Information
Visit our Support Library for instructional videos, owner’s
manuals, installation details, articles, and more.
Rotors, Controllers, Sensors, Drip/Micro Irrigation,
Valves, Sprays, Nozzles, and Water Management Software
| www.hunterindustries.com/support

Hablamos Español
Tenemos varios técnicos que hablan español para ayudarle.
Soporte por línea está disponible también:
| www.hunterindustries.com/es/support
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PRODUCT SPECIALIST PROGRAM

This robust training program is designed to equip professionals with
the knowledge they need to become Hunter product experts.

As the industry leader, Hunter has developed tools and
training modules to help irrigation professionals get the
knowledge and resources they need to grow their businesses.
The Product Specialist Program is a product knowledge-based
training program that rewards successful completion of the
requirements with a certificate of completion that shows the
level of training a person has achieved.

To get started:
1.

Access the training website:

•
•
•

Visit www.training.hunterindustries.com.
Log in or create a new account.
Click on courses, enroll at no cost, watch the training
module(s), and take the quiz.

2.

Take courses for the level you choose:

•

Technician Level: basic knowledge of the entire Hunter
product line

•
•

Click on the Specialist Program and choose the level
you need.
Click on the courses required for each level and enroll.
Watch the training module(s) and take the quiz.

Specialist Level: in-depth knowledge on a particular product

3.

Apply for your certificate:

Expert Level: thorough knowledge on a product category

•
•
•

Submit the Completion Notification Form for each level.
Obtain your certificate and use your membership card.
You may use your certificates to apply for Continuing
Education Unit Credits through the Irrigation Association.

Choose from three levels of training:

| www.training.hunterindustries.com
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STATEMENT OF WARRANTY
Hunter Industries Incorporated (“Hunter”) warrants the following products to be free of defects in materials
or workmanship under normal use in agricultural irrigation applications for the specified period of time
outlined below from the original date of manufacture:

If used for agricultural applications, Hunter limits the warranty
for its spray and rotator products to a period of one (1) year
from original date of manufacture. This agriculture limitation
supersedes all other warranties expressed or implied. Hunter
warrants the battery life of the Wireless Rain-Clik® and
Wireless Solar Sync® sensors for 10 years.
If a defect in a Hunter product is discovered during the
applicable warranty period, Hunter will repair or replace, at
its option, the product or the defective part. This warranty
does not extend to repairs, adjustments, or replacement of a
Hunter product or part that results from misuse, negligence,
alteration, modification, tampering, or improper installation
and/or maintenance of the product. This warranty extends
only to the original installer of the Hunter product. If a defect
arises in a Hunter product during the warranty period, contact
your local Hunter Authorized Distributor.
Hunter’s warranty applies only to products installed as
specified and used as intended for irrigation purposes.
Hunter’s warranty shall be limited to defects in materials and
workmanship during the warranty period, and shall not extend
to situations in which the product was subjected to improper
design, installation, operation, maintenance, application,
abuse, improper electrical current, grounding, service other
than by Hunter authorized agents, operating conditions other
than that for which it was designed, or in systems using water

containing corrosive chemicals, electrolytes, sand, dirt, silt,
rust, or agents that otherwise attack and degrade plastics.
Hunter’s warranty does not cover component failures caused
by lightning strikes, electrical power surges, or unconditioned
power supplies. If products are repurchased, the price to
distributor for such products in effect at the time of return
will apply.
Hunter’s obligation to repair, replace, or repurchase its
products or product components as set forth above is the
sole and exclusive warranty extended by Hunter. There are no
other warranties, expressed or implied, including warranties
of merchantability and warranties of fitness for a particular
purpose. Hunter will not be liable to a distributor or to any
other party in strict liability, tort, contract, or any other
manner for any damages caused or claimed to be caused
as a result of any design of or defect in Hunter’s products,
or for any special, incidental, or consequential damages
of any nature.
Where applicable, Hunter’s statement of warranty complies
with local directives.
If you have questions concerning the warranty or its
application, please email:

| huntertechnicalsupport@hunterindustries.com

ASAE Certification Statement
Hunter Industries Incorporated certifies that pressure, flow rate, and radius data for these products were determined and listed
in accordance with ASAE Standard S398.1, Procedure for Sprinkler Testing and Performance Reporting, and are representative
of performance of production sprinklers at the time of publication. Actual product performance may differ from the published
specifications due to normal manufacturing variations and sample selection. All other specifications are solely the recommendation
of Hunter Industries Incorporated.

| https://www.hunterindustries.com/resource_guide/warranty
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Hunter Agricultural Irrigation Products

ONE
YEAR
TWO
YEARS
FIVE
YEARS

MP Rotator®

All

Sprays

Pro-Spray ®

Valves

PGV Family

Micro

ACZ, PCZ, Point Source Emitters,
Tubing, Multi-Port Emitters

Valves

ICV

Controllers

ACC2 Controller Families

Micro

PLD Fittings, PLD-LOC Fittings

Controllers

Node, XC Hybrid, Pro-HC
Controllers

Micro

ICZ, PLD Tubing
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Helping our customers succeed is what drives us. While our passion
for innovation and engineering is built into everything we do, it is our
commitment to exceptional support that we hope will keep you in
the Hunter family of customers for years to come.

Gregory R. Hunter, President of Hunter Industries

Website hunterindustries.com | Customer Support 1-800-383-4747 | Technical Service 1-800-733-2823
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